Nothing Is Hidden The Psychology Of Zen Koans
Getting the books Nothing Is Hidden The Psychology Of Zen Koans now is not type of challenging means. You could not on your own going as
soon as book stock or library or borrowing from your connections to retrieve them. This is an categorically easy means to specifically get guide by online. This online broadcast Nothing Is Hidden The Psychology Of Zen Koans can be one of the options to accompany you taking into consideration
having other time.
It will not waste your time. tolerate me, the e-book will certainly spread you other thing to read. Just invest little mature to get into this on-line
proclamation Nothing Is Hidden The Psychology Of Zen Koans as well as review them wherever you are now.

Mind Is Flat - Nick Chater 2018-08-07
In a radical reinterpretation of how the mind works, an eminent
behavioral scientist reveals the illusion of mental depth Psychologists
and neuroscientists struggle with how best to interpret human
motivation and decision making. The assumption is that below a mental
“surface” of conscious awareness lies a deep and complex set of inner
beliefs, values, and desires that govern our thoughts, ideas, and actions,
and that to know this depth is to know ourselves. In this profoundly
original book, behavioral scientist Nick Chater contends just the
opposite: rather than being the plaything of unconscious currents, the
brain generates behaviors in the moment based entirely on our past
experiences. Engaging the reader with eye-opening experiments and
visual examples, the author first demolishes our intuitive sense of how
our mind works, then argues for a positive interpretation of the brain as
a ceaseless and creative improviser.
Zen Training - Katsuki Sekida 2005-09-13
Zen Training is a comprehensive handbook for zazen, seated meditation
practice, and an authoritative presentation of the Zen path. The book
marked a turning point in Zen literature in its critical reevaluation of the
enlightenment experience, which the author believes has often been
emphasized at the expense of other important aspects of Zen training. In
addition, Zen Training goes beyond the first flashes of enlightenment to
explore how one lives as well as trains in Zen. The author also draws
many significant parallels between Zen and Western philosophy and
psychology, comparing traditional Zen concepts with the theories of
being and cognition of such thinkers as Heidegger and Husserl.
Daodejing - Laozi 2008-09-11
'Of ways you may speak, but not the Perennial Way; By names you may
name, but not the Perennial Name.' The best-loved of all the classical
books of China and the most universally popular, the Daodejing or
Classic of the Way and Life-Force is a work that defies definition. It
encapsulates the main tenets of Daoism, and upholds a way of being as
well as a philosophy and a religion. The dominant image is of the Way,
the mysterious path through the whole cosmos modelled on the great
Silver River or Milky Way that traverses the heavens. A life-giving
stream, the Way gives rise to all things and holds them in her motherly
embrace. It enables the individual, and society as a whole, to harmonize
the disparate demands of daily life and achieve a more profound level of
understanding. This new translation draws on the latest archaeological
finds and brings out the word play and poetry of the original. Simple
commentary accompanies the text, and the introduction provides further
historical and interpretative context. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text
plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions
by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
Opening the Hand of Thought - Kosho Uchiyama 2005-06-10
For over thirty years, Opening the Hand of Thought has offered an
introduction to Zen Buddhism and meditation unmatched in clarity and
power. This is the revised edition of Kosho Uchiyama's singularly incisive
classic. This new edition contains even more useful material: new
prefaces, an index, and extended endnotes, in addition to a revised
glossary. As Jisho Warner writes in her preface, Opening the Hand of
Thought "goes directly to the heart of Zen practice... showing how Zen
Buddhism can be a deep and life-sustaining activity." She goes on to say,
"Uchiyama looks at what a person is, what a self is, how to develop a true
self not separate from all things, one that can settle in peace in the midst
of life." By turns humorous, philosophical, and personal, Opening the
Hand of Thought is above all a great book for the Buddhist practitioner.
It's a perfect follow-up for the reader who has read Zen Meditation in

Plain English and is especially useful for those who have not yet
encountered a Zen teacher.
American Dharma - Ann Gleig 2019-01-01
This illuminating account of contemporary American Buddhism shows
the remarkable ways the tradition has changed over the past generation
The past couple of decades have witnessed Buddhist communities both
continuing the modernization of Buddhism and questioning some of its
limitations. In this fascinating portrait of a rapidly changing religious
landscape, Ann Gleig illuminates the aspirations and struggles of
younger North American Buddhists during a period she identifies as a
distinct stage in the assimilation of Buddhism to the West. She observes
both the emergence of new innovative forms of deinstitutionalized
Buddhism that blur the boundaries between the religious and secular,
and a revalorization of traditional elements of Buddhism, such as ethics
and community, that were discarded in the modernization process. Based
on extensive ethnographic and textual research, the book ranges from
mindfulness debates in the Vipassana network to the sex scandals in
American Zen, while exploring issues around racial diversity and social
justice, the impact of new technologies, and generational differences
between baby boomer, Gen X, and millennial teachers.
That Is Not Your Mind! - Robert Rosenbaum 2022-08-09
Viewed through the lens of psychology and neuroscience, a classic Zen
sutra becomes a springboard for exploring sensory experiences and
realizing freedom. What does it mean to be liberated through one’s
sensory life? In That Is Not Your Mind! Zen teacher Robert Rosenbaum
explores this question by taking readers on a step-by-step journey
through the Surangama Sutra. This Chinese Mahayana sutra is known
for its emphasis on practicing with the senses (sight, sound, taste, smell,
touch, and the Buddhist “sixth sense” of mind or cognition), as well as its
teachings on the necessity of basic ethical commitments, like not killing
or stealing, to support the development of one’s meditation practice and
insight. Rosenbaum interweaves passages from the sutra with
contemporary insights from neuroscience and psychology, illustrating
the usefulness of the text with anecdotes from his life and his forty years
of teaching experience. In addition to learning about a sutra that played
an important role in the creation of Chinese Chan and Japanese Zen
Buddhism, readers are guided through meditations and other practices
derived from the sutra’s teachings, such as hearing meditations
(awareness of sound, awareness of silence, turning hearing inwards) and
centering meditations (basic centering as well as centering on
compassion). "One of the most difficult aspects of Buddhist practice is
wrapping our minds around how every moment is both a deceptive
seeming and also a true gateway to awakening," writes Rosenbaum.
"Nothing is hidden, but there is an infinite field we cannot see."
Zen Koan as a Means of Attaining Enlightenment - Dai Z. Suzuki
2011-10-21
Zen Koan as a Means of Attaining Enlightenment Presents the history
and application of the koan exercise—the means for realizing
enlightenment—with depth and clarity. The koan system has effected a
special development in Zen Buddhism, and is a unique contribution to
the history of religious consciousness. When the importance of the koan
is understood, it may be said that more than half of Zen is understood.
Bring Me the Rhinoceros - John Tarrant 2008-11-11
Bring Me the Rhinoceros is an unusual guide to happiness and a can
opener for your thinking. For fifteen hundred years, Zen koans have been
passed down through generations of masters, usually in private
encounters between teacher and student. This book deftly retells more
than a dozen traditional koans, which are partly paradoxical questions
dangerous to your beliefs and partly treasure boxes of ancient wisdom.
Koans show that you don’t have to impress people or change into an
improved, more polished version of yourself. Instead you can find
happiness by unbuilding, unmaking, throwing overboard, and generally
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subverting unhappiness. John Tarrant brings the heart of the koan
tradition out into the open, reminding us that the old wisdom remains as
vital as ever, a deep resource available to anyone in any place or time.
The Circle of the Way - Barbara O'Brien 2019-11-12
A comprehensive, accessible guide to the fascinating history of Zen
Buddhism--including important figures, schools, foundational texts,
practices, and politics. Zen Buddhism has a storied history--Bodhidharma
sitting in meditation in a cave for nine years; a would-be disciple cutting
off his own arm to get the master's attention; the proliferating schools
and intense Dharma combat of the Tang and Song Dynasties; Zen nuns
and laypeople holding their own against patriarchal lineages; the
appearance of new masters in the Zen schools of Korea, Japan, Vietnam,
and later the Western world. In The Circle of the Way, Zen practitioner
and popular religion writer Barbara O'Brien brings clarity to this huge
swath of history by charting a middle way between Zen's traditional lore
and the findings of modern historical scholarship. In a clear and often
funny style, O'Brien parses fact from fiction while always attending to the
greatest interest of contemporary practitioners--the development of Zen
doctrine and practice as a living tradition across cultures and centuries.
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance - Robert M. Pirsig
2009-04-21
THE CLASSIC BOOK THAT HAS INSPIRED MILLIONS A penetrating
examination of how we live and how to live better Few books transform a
generation and then establish themselves as touchstones for the
generations that follow. Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is
one such book. This modern epic of a man’s search for meaning became
an instant bestseller on publication in 1974, acclaimed as one of the most
exciting books in the history of American letters. It continues to inspire
millions. A narration of a summer motorcycle trip undertaken by a father
and his son, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance becomes a
personal and philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions on how to
live. The narrator's relationship with his son leads to a powerful selfreckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance leads to an austerely
beautiful process for reconciling science, religion, and humanism.
Resonant with the confusions of existence, this classic is a touching and
transcendent book of life. This new edition contains an interview with
Pirsig and letters and documents detailing how this extraordinary book
came to be.
Zen Therapy - David Brazier 2012-10-25
Buddhism, from Abhidharma to Zen, offers a practical path to harmony of
head and heart. For over 2,000 years Buddhists have been developing
sophisticated psychologies to guide the work of achieving freedom from
mental suffering. Now East and West are beginning to learn from each
other. In a readable and practical manner, this book challenges basic
assumptions of Western psychology, demystifies Buddhist psychology
and presents Zen as a therapy. Giving examples of its effectiveness in
psychotherapeutic practice, the author shows how Zen derives from the
Buddhist theory of the mind and throws new light upon the Buddhist
theory of relations and conditions. This seminal wok is a resource full of
intriguing and controversial ideas.
The True Dharma Eye - John Daido Loori 2009-08-11
A collection of three hundred koans compiled by Eihei Dogen, the
thirteenth-century founder of Soto Zen in Japan, this book presents
readers with a uniquely contemporary perspective on his profound
teachings and their relevance for modern Western practitioners of Zen.
Following the traditional format for koan collections, John Daido Loori
Roshi, an American Zen master, has added his own commentary and
accompanying verse for each of Dogen’s koans. Zen students and
scholars will find The True Dharma Eye to be a source of deep insight
into the mind of one of the world’s greatest religious thinkers, as well as
the practice of koan study itself.
Nothing Special - Charlotte J. Beck 2009-10-06
WHEN NOTHING IS SPECIAL, EVERYTHING CAN BE The best-selling
author of 'Everyday Zen' shows how to awaken to daily life and discover
the ideal in the everyday, finding riches in our feelings, relationships,
and work. 'Nothing Special' offers the rare and delightful experience of
learning in the authentic Buddhist tradition with a wonderfully
contemporary Western master.
The Collected Papers of Emmanuel Ghent - Victoria Demos 2018-03-12
This book brings together an engaging study, using Emmanuel Ghent’s
collected papers, of theoretical and personal origins of the relational turn
in psychoanalysis. Emmanuel Ghent was one of the founders of relational
psychoanalysis, and his ideas have been hugely influential. However, he
published sparingly and his papers are scattered across a range of
sources. In this book, his key writings are reproduced, along with

analyses and critiques by major contemporary psychoanalytic figures
such as Adam Phillips, Jessica Benjamin, Seth Warren, Adrienne Harris
and Barry Magrid. This book provides a thorough examination of the key
tenets of Ghent’s thinking and illustrates the continued importance of his
theoretical and clinical work for the next generation of psychoanalysts.
Contemporary Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of the Third Reich - Emily
A. Kuriloff 2013-08-15
For most of the twentieth century, Jewish and/or politically leftist
European psychoanalysts rarely linked their personal trauma history to
their professional lives, for they hoped their theory—their Truth—would
transcend subjectivity and achieve a universality not unlike the advances
in the "hard" sciences. Contemporary Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of
the Third Reich confronts the ways in which previously avoided
persecution, expulsion, loss and displacement before, during and after
the Holocaust shaped what was, and remains a dominant movement in
western culture. Emily Kuriloff uses unpublished original source
material, as well as personal interviews conducted with émigré /survivor
analysts, and scholars who have studied the period, revealing how the
quality of relatedness between people determines what is possible for
them to know and do, both personally and professionally. Kuriloff’s
research spans the globe, including the analytic communities of the
United States, England, Germany, France, and Israel amidst the
extraordinary events of the twentieth century. Contemporary
Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of the Third Reich addresses the future of
psychoanalysis in the voices of the second generation—thinkers and
clinicians whose legacies and work remains informed by the pain and
triumph of their parents' and mentors' Holocaust stories. These
unprecedented revelations influence not only our understanding of
mental health work, but of history, art, politics and education.
Psychoanalysts, psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, cultural
historians, Jewish and specifically Holocaust scholars will find this
volume compelling.
Buddhist Foundations of Mindfulness - Edo Shonin 2015-08-27
This book explores a wide range of mindfulness and meditative practices
and traditions across Buddhism. It deepens contemporary understanding
of mindfulness by examining its relationship with key Buddhist teachings,
such as the Four Noble Truths and the Noble Eight-Fold Path. In
addition, the volume explores how traditional mindfulness can be more
meaningfully incorporated into current psychological research and
clinical practice with individuals and groups (e.g., through the Buddhist
Psychological Model). Key topics featured in this volume include: Ethics
and mindfulness in Pāli Buddhism and their implications for secular
mindfulness-based applications. Mindfulness of emptiness and the
emptiness of mindfulness. Buddhist teachings that support the
psychological principles in a mindfulness program. A practical
contextualization and explanatory framework for mindfulness-based
interventions. Mindfulness in an authentic, transformative, everyday Zen
practice. Pristine mindfulness. Buddhist Foundations of Mindfulness is
an indispensable resource for clinical psychologists, and affiliated
medical and mental health professionals, including specialists in
complementary and alternative medicine as well as social work as well as
teachers of Buddhism and meditation.
Going to Pieces Without Falling Apart - Mark Epstein, M.D. 2013-04-17
An intimate guide to self-acceptance and discovery that offers a Buddhist
perspective on wholeness within the framework of a Western
understanding of self. For decades, Western psychology has promised
fulfillment through building and strengthening the ego. We are taught
that the ideal is a strong, individuated self, constructed and reinforced
over a lifetime. But Buddhist psychiatrist Mark Epstein has found a
different way. Going to Pieces Without Falling Apart shows us that
happiness doesn't come from any kind of acquisitiveness, be it material
or psychological. Happiness comes from letting go. Weaving together the
accumulated wisdom of his two worlds--Buddhism and Western
psychotherapy—Epstein shows how "the happiness that we seek depends
on our ability to balance the ego's need to do with our inherent capacity
to be." He encourages us to relax the ever-vigilant mind in order to
experience the freedom that comes only from relinquishing control.
Drawing on events in his own life and stories from his patients, Going to
Pieces Without Falling Apart teaches us that only by letting go can we
start on the path to a more peaceful and spiritually satisfying life.
Zen Classics - Steven Heine 2006
A companion volume to 'The Koan' and 'The Zen Canon' this text
concentrates primarily on texts from Korea and Japan that brought the
Zen tradition to fruition.
Psychoanalysis and Buddhism - Jeremy D. Safran 2003
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Psychoanalysis and Buddhism pairs Buddhist psychotherapists together
with leading figures in psychoanalysis who have a general interest in the
role of spirituality in psychology. The resulting essays present an
illuminating discourse on these two disciplines and how they intersect.
This landmark book challenges traditional thoughts on psychoanalysis
and Buddhism and propels them to a higher level of understanding.
Zen beyond Mindfulness - Jules Shuzen Harris 2019-03-26
An effective new approach to Buddhist practice that combines the rigor
of traditional meditation and study with the psychological support
necessary for practice in modern life. Zen teacher Jules Shuzen Harris
argues that contemporary American Buddhists face two primary
challenges: (1) “spiritual bypassing,” which means avoiding or repressing
psychological problems in favor of “pretend Enlightenment,” and (2)
settling for secularized forms of Buddhism or mindfulness that have lost
touch with the deeper philosophical and ethical underpinnings of the
religion. Drawing on his decades of experience as a Zen practitioner,
teacher, and psychotherapist, Harris writes that both of these challenges
can be met through the combination of a committed meditation practice,
a deep study of Buddhist psychological models, and tools from a
psychotherapeutic method known as “Mind-Body Bridging.” Using this
unique approach, students can do the real work of awakening without
either denying their embodied emotional life or missing out on the rich
array of insights offered by Buddhist psychology and the Zen practice
tradition.
Mystics - William Harmless 2008
In Mystics, William Harmless, S.J., introduces readers to the scholarly
study of mysticism. He explores both mystics' extraordinary lives and
their no-less-extraordinary writings using a unique case-study method
centered on detailed examinations of six major Christian mystics:
Thomas Merton, Bernard of Clairvaux, Hildegard of Bingen,
Bonaventure, Meister Eckhart, and Evagrius Ponticus. Rather than
presenting mysticism as a subtle web of psychological or theological
abstractions, Harless's case-study approach brings things down to earth,
restoring mystics to their historical context.
Ordinary Wonder - Charlotte Joko Beck 2021-06-22
Fresh and never-before published talks on the crux of Buddhist practice
and how to uncover wonder in your daily life from legendary Zen teacher
and bestselling author Charlotte Joko Beck. "As you embrace the
suffering of life, the wonder shows up at the same time. They go
together."--Charlotte Joko Beck In this collection of never-before
published teachings by Charlotte Joko Beck, one of the most influential
Western-born Zen teachers, she explores our “core beliefs”—the hidden,
negative convictions we hold about ourselves that direct our thoughts
and behavior and prevent us from experiencing life as it is. Wryly
humorous and relatable, Beck uses powerfully clear language to show
how our lives present us with daily opportunities to move from thinking
to experiencing, from compulsivity to confidence, and from anguish to
peace. Whether you are a Zen practitioner or a reader interested in
exploring these teachings for the first time, Ordinary Wonder offers the
depth and breadth of Beck’s remarkable experience in an accessible
guide to practice amidst the struggles of daily life.
The Eight Gates of Zen - John Daido Loori 2002-09-10
This accessible introduction to the philosophy and practice of Zen
Buddhism includes a program of study that encompasses practically
every aspect of life. The American Zen teacher John Daido Loori shows
us that Zen practice should include not only meditation, the study of Zen
literature and liturgy, and moral and ethical action, but should also
manifest in work, artistic, and everyday activities. The Eight Gates are: 1.
Zazen, a type of meditation described as "sitting Zen" 2. Face-to-face
meetings between teacher and student 3. Academic study of the sutras
related to Zen training, other schools of Buddhism, Buddhist history,
psychology, and philosophy 4. Zen rites and rituals and their meaning 5.
The moral and ethical requirements set in the Buddhist Precepts 6. Art
practice as an extension of Zen practice 7. Body practice as an extension
of Zen practice 8. Work as an active function of zazen Beautifully
illustrated with Loori's own photographs, this edition also includes a new
introduction and an updated reading list.
Instant Zen - 1994-10-12
Instant Zen presents the teachings of Foyan, a twelfth-century Chinese
Zen master recognized as one of the greatest masters of the Song
dynasty Zen renaissance in China. Returning to the uncomplicated
genuineness of the original and classical Zen masters, Foyan offers many
simple exercises in attention and thought designed to lead to the
awakening of Zen insight into the real nature of the self. These succinct
teachings emphasize independence and autonomy, and show us how to

open our own eyes and stand on our own two feet, to see directly without
delusion and act on truth without confusion. Translator Thomas Cleary
provides an incisive introduction and extensive references from
traditional Zen sources, placing the work in both historical and
contemporary contexts. Newcomers to Zen will find this book a useful
and sophisticated introduction to authentic inner Zen practices from an
impeccable source, without cultural exoticism or religious cultism.
Instant Zen sheds new light on this vital tradition, making available the
immediacy of Zen practice and unveiling our innate potential for
conscious awakening.
Mindfulness, Acceptance, and the Psychodynamic Evolution - Jason M.
Stewart 2014-09-01
If you are a psychodynamic therapist interested in the growing
mindfulness movement, you may be looking for resources to help you
enhance your practice. More and more, professionals in the
psychodynamic tradition are finding that mindfulness exercises help
their patients connect with the moment and discover the underlying
causes of their fears and anxieties. This groundbreaking book spotlights
the similarities between these two therapeutic approaches, and shows
how mindfulness in the present moment, acceptance of internal
experiences, and commitment to one’s values are implicit elements of
psychodynamic psychotherapy. In this much-needed volume,
psychologist and editor Jason M. Stewart offers a unique perspective on
client treatment that fuses psychodynamic psychotherapy, mindfulness
and acceptance-based approaches, and Buddhist psychology. Using the
insights in this powerful resource, you will help your clients gain greater
psychological flexibility, connect with their values and goals, and create
a life that is purposeful, meaningful, and vital. Recent research supports
the effectiveness of both psychodynamic and mindfulness-based
processes in contributing to success in psychotherapy. This book does
not suggest that mindfulness practice can take the place of
psychodynamic therapy. Rather, it offers powerful, evidence-based
strategies to help you enhance your practice. If you are ready to take
your practice to the next level, this book will be your guide. The
Mindfulness and Acceptance Practica Series As mindfulness and
acceptance-based therapies gain momentum in the field of mental health,
it is increasingly important for professionals to understand the full range
of their applications. To keep up with the growing demand for
authoritative resources on these treatments, The Mindfulness and
Acceptance Practica Series was created. These edited books cover a
range of evidence-based treatments, such as acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT), cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT),
compassion-focused therapy (CFT), dialectical behavioral therapy (DBT),
and mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) therapy. Incorporating
new research in the field of psychology, these books are powerful tools
for mental health clinicians, researchers, advanced students, and anyone
interested in the growth of mindfulness and acceptance strategies.
The Garden of Flowers and Weeds - Matthew Juksan Sullivan 2021-11-16
“An intriguing, challenging crash course in Zen Buddhism.” — Kirkus
Reviews "A generation-defining rendering of one of the great Zen
Buddhist scriptures." — Spirituality and Practice For centuries, The Blue
Cliff Record has stood as one of the preeminent scriptures of the Zen
Buddhist tradition in China, Japan, and Korea. However, until now there
has been no published commentary by a contemporary Zen Master to
assist readers in understanding its counterintuitive and sometimes
baffling teachings. The Garden of Flowers and Weeds draws on
contemporary scholarship and the author’s extensive experience with
Zen in order to offer new insights for sophisticated students who are
hoping to uncover the secrets of the koan tradition. At the same time,
The Garden is jargon-free and uses personal stories to appeal to readers
who are new to Buddhism. The theme of the book is simple: Accepting
the unenlightened self with all its flaws is the most profound form of
enlightenment. Even with this clarity, finding a path into these old Zen
stories is a challenge. They are designed to be roadblocks to intellectual
understanding. Using personal memoire, the oral teachings of Zen, and
meditation instruction, The Garden assists the reader in approaching the
dialogues as spiritual exercises. The Blue Cliff Record contains an
explosive power, but you can only access it by integrating its wisdom into
your everyday experiences. As Zen Master Nanquan said, “Ordinary
mind is the Way.”
The Eye of the I - David R. Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D. 2016-03-15
This is the second volume of a trilogy that began with Power vs. Force
and will be completed in the year 2002 by the publication of the third
volume entitled I: Reality and Subjectivity. The Eye of the I (which
calibrates at 950) is more advanced than Power vs. Force (which
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calibrates at 850) and brilliantly reveals the very core of the spiritual
process critical to the state of Enlightenment. The intrinsic power of the
information provided in this startling classic is sufficient of itself to
elevate the consciousness of the reader. This likelihood has been
anticipated and provided for by preparatory recontextualizations.
Included are verbatim dialogues with advanced students, instructions,
and explanations that illuminate the spiritual teachings. The Eye of the I
is a brilliant work that dissolves the barriers between the known and the
unknown, between science and spirituality, and between the Newtonian
linear paradigm of the ego and the nonlinear reality of Enlightenment.
With the resolution of the self, the Self shines forth and reveals one’s
true identity.
What's Wrong with Mindfulness (And What Isn't) - Barry Magid
2016-10-18
Mindfulness seems to be everywhere—but are we sure that's a good
thing? Teachers Sallie Jiko Tisdale, Gil Fronsdal, Norman Fischer, and
more explain how removing mindfulness from Buddhism may set a
dangerous precedent. Mindfulness is in fashion. Oprah loves it, Google
teaches it to employees—it has become widespread as a cure-all for
stress, health problems and psychological difficulties, interpersonal
trouble, and existential anxiety. However, when its proponents try to
make it more accessible by severing it from its Buddhist roots, they run
the risk of leeching mindfulness of its transformative power. Taught
outside of its ethical and spiritual context it becomes a mere means to an
end, rather than a way of life. Mindfulness is in danger of being co-opted
into the spiritual equivalent of fast food: “McMindfulness.” Instead of
being better people, we just become better employees, better consumers.
The Zen teachers gathered here ask a bold question: Is universal
mindfulness really a good thing? Ranging from thoughtful critiques to
personal accounts of integrating mindfulness into daily life, each chapter
offers insights to ground mindfulness in a deeper understanding of both
where it comes from, and where it might be headed. With contributions
from Marc Poirer, Robert Meikyo Rosenbaum, Barry Magid, Hozan Alan
Senauke, Sallie Jiko Tisdale, Gil Fronsdal, Max Erdstein, Zoketsu Norman
Fischer, Janet Jiryu Abels, Grace Schireson, Sojun Mel Weitsman, and
Robert Sharf.
The Zen of Therapy - Mark Epstein, M.D. 2022-01-11
“A warm, profound and cleareyed memoir. . . this wise and sympathetic
book’s lingering effect is as a reminder that a deeper and more
companionable way of life lurks behind our self-serious stories."—Oliver
Burkeman, New York Times Book Review A remarkable exploration of
the therapeutic relationship, Dr. Mark Epstein reflects on one year’s
worth of therapy sessions with his patients to observe how his training in
Western psychotherapy and his equally long investigation into Buddhism,
in tandem, led to greater awareness—for his patients, and for himself For
years, Dr. Mark Epstein kept his beliefs as a Buddhist separate from his
work as a psychiatrist. Content to use his training in mindfulness as a
private resource, he trusted that the Buddhist influence could, and
should, remain invisible. But as he became more forthcoming with his
patients about his personal spiritual leanings, he was surprised to learn
how many were eager to learn more. The divisions between the
psychological, emotional, and the spiritual, he soon realized, were not as
distinct as one might think. In The Zen of Therapy, Dr. Epstein reflects
on a year’s worth of selected sessions with his patients and observes
how, in the incidental details of a given hour, his Buddhist background
influences the way he works. Meditation and psychotherapy each
encourage a willingness to face life's difficulties with courage that can be
hard to otherwise muster, and in this cross-section of life in his office, he
emphasizes how therapy, an element of Western medicine, can in fact be
considered a two-person meditation. Mindfulness, too, much like a good
therapist, can “hold” our awareness for us—and allow us to come to our
senses and find inner peace. Throughout this deeply personal inquiry,
one which weaves together the wisdom of two worlds, Dr. Epstein
illuminates the therapy relationship as spiritual friendship, and reveals
how a therapist can help patients cultivate the sense that there is
something magical, something wonderful, and something to trust
running through our lives, no matter how fraught they have been or
might become. For when we realize how readily we have misinterpreted
our selves, when we stop clinging to our falsely conceived constructs,
when we touch the ground of being, we come home.
Manual of Zen Buddhism - Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki 1935

Zen and the Psychology of Transformation - Hubert Benoit
1990-03-01
Man cannot live fully until he has considered the great questions of life.
It is for this reason that we turn to Western psychology and metaphysics
for help in solving our problems. The approach of psychology and
psychotherapy is based on "statistical normality," or the behavior of the
greatest number. In an effort to conform, we focus on our problems
rather than our possibilities, emulating a norm that falls drastically short
of our full capacity for development. Oriental thought, and Zen thought
in particular, seeks to activate the true potential of men and women--to
transform our lives, and thereby enable us to shed our problems and
suffering. The Supreme Doctrine applies the essence of Oriental Wisdom
to the pursuit of self-knowledge and transcendence. The first step in a
holistic psychology is to begin examining the true “state of man,” rather
than its aberrations. In so doing, we can give new direction and purpose
to our lives. The author does not advocate “conversion” to Eastern
thought, but rather an integration of East and West, wherein Western
psychological thinking and reasoning can be enriched and clarified by
Oriental wisdom.
The Supreme Doctrine - H. Benoit 2013-08-21
(With an Introduction by Aldous Huxley) In its Eastern aspects—Chinese,
Hindu, and Japanese—Zen Buddhism has proved a puzzle, although a
stimulating one, to the Western mind. Himself a Westerner, Dr. Benoit
has approached it through an occidental manner of thinking. “For the
first time, Dr. Benoit presents the traditional doctrine of Zen Buddhism
in a language that is understandable to the Western world,” says one of
his Indian admirers, Swami Siddheswarananda. The author does not
advocate a “conversion” to Eastern religion and philosophy. Rather, he
would have Western psychological thinking and reasoning meet with
oriental wisdom on an intellectual plane, in order to make it participate
in the oriental understanding of the state of man in general. “I do not
need to burn the Gospels in order to read Hui-neng,” says Dr. Benoit.
Zen, to be quite exact, is not so much a doctrine as a hygiene of
intelligent living. As such it is presented by the author, a practicing
psychoanalyst. It is a way of breaking the deadlock into which the faulty
functioning of our civilization has led us, of liberating us from the
prevalent contemporary sickness, anxiety. This book provides the
elements for reaching “satori,” that modification of the internal
functioning of man which can be described as a state of unassailable
serenity. This state, Dr. Benoit makes clear, is he truly “normal” one.
How to develop intelligence and will so that this transformation of life
can be achieved is the subject of this book.
Presentation Zen - Garr Reynolds 2009-04-15
FOREWORD BY GUY KAWASAKI Presentation designer and
internationally acclaimed communications expert Garr Reynolds, creator
of the most popular Web site on presentation design and delivery on the
Net — presentationzen.com — shares his experience in a provocative mix
of illumination, inspiration, education, and guidance that will change the
way you think about making presentations with PowerPoint or Keynote.
Presentation Zen challenges the conventional wisdom of making "slide
presentations" in today’s world and encourages you to think differently
and more creatively about the preparation, design, and delivery of your
presentations. Garr shares lessons and perspectives that draw upon
practical advice from the fields of communication and business.
Combining solid principles of design with the tenets of Zen simplicity,
this book will help you along the path to simpler, more effective
presentations.
You Are Still Here - Kyogen Carlson 2021-08-17
“There’s so much to learn and so much to know. It’s good to keep moving
forward. And yet whatever we have is, in a very profound way, absolutely
complete and always enough.”—Kyogen Carlson Kyogen Carlson
(1948–2014) was a Soto Zen priest whose writings, teachings, and
commitment to interfaith dialogue supported and inspired countless
Buddhist, Christian, and other spiritual practitioners. Set to the rhythm
of the seasons, You Are Still Here is the first published collection of
Carlson’s dharma talks. It illuminates key elements of contemporary Zen
practice, such as the experience of zazen meditation, the pitfalls and
intimacies of the teacher-student relationship and of sangha life, the role
of community in personal practice, and the importance of interfaith
dialogue reaching across political lines. Carlson’s teachings also
underscore his commitment to lay Buddhist practice and women’s
lineages, both significant contributions to American Buddhism. The
beautifully distilled talks have been carefully edited and introduced by
Sallie Jiko Tisdale, a respected writer, teacher, and Dharma heir to
Carlson. Her masterful presentation highlights the significance of these

Zen and the Heart of Psychotherapy - Robert Rosenbaum 2015-12-22
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
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illuminating teachings, while preserving Carlson’s distinct style of
authenticity, humor, and conviction on the Zen path.
Tibetan Book of the Dead - W. Y. Evans-Wentz 2020-11-18
Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, this famous volume's timeless
wisdom includes instructions for attaining enlightenment, preparing for
the process of dying, and moving through the various stages of rebirth.
Encountering Buddhism - Seth Robert Segall 2012-02-01
Practicing psychologists explore the mutual impact of Buddhist teachings
and psychology in their lives and practice.
How to Cook Your Life - Dogen 2005-11-08
In the thirteenth century, Zen master Dogen—perhaps the most
significant of all Japanese philosophers, and the founder of the Japanese
Soto Zen sect—wrote a practical manual of Instructions for the Zen
Cook. In drawing parallels between preparing meals for the Zen
monastery and spiritual training, he reveals far more than simply the
rules and manners of the Zen kitchen; he teaches us how to "cook," or
refine our lives. In this volume Kosho Uchiyama Roshi undertakes the
task of elucidating Dogen's text for the benefit of modern-day readers of
Zen. Taken together, his translation and commentary truly constitute a
"cookbook for life," one that shows us how to live with an unbiased mind
in the midst of our workaday world.

Nothing Is Hidden - Barry Magid 2013-09-16
In this inspiring and incisive offering, Barry Magid uses the language of
modern psychology and psychotherapy to illuminate one of Buddhism's
most powerful and often mysterious technologies: the Zen koan. What's
more, Magid also uses the koans to expand upon the insights of
psychology (especially self psychology and relational psychotherapy) and
open for the reader new perspectives on the functioning of the human
mind and heart. Nothing Is Hidden explores many rich themes, including
facing impermanence and the inevitability of change, working skillfully
with desire and attachment, and discovering when "surrender and
submission" can be liberating and when they shade into emotional
bypassing. With a sophisticated view of the rituals and teachings of
traditional Buddhism, Magid helps us see how we sometimes subvert
meditation into just another "curative fantasy" or make compassion into
a form of masochism.
Zen and the Art of Happiness - Chris Prentiss 2006-10-01
The gentle wisdom of "Zen and the Art of Happiness" shows how to invite
magnificent experiences into your life and create a philosophy that will
sustain you through anything. The Zen of doing anything is to behave
with a particular state of mind that brings the experience of
enlightenment to even everyday facts -- and through that experience,
happiness.
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